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Introduction
It’s easy to upgrade equipment when it’s broken, but when is the right time to ask for upgrades to working systems? 
How do you create buy-in with upper management, so they understand why automation upgrades are necessary? 
Automation systems integrators can help you present the value of automation and equipment upgrades by helping 
you understand the risks of staying with old systems and the rewards of upgrading. 

A key component of your case is finding the right automation integrator to effectively alleviate upper management 
concerns. They must be experienced in understanding new automation techniques that will improve your system, 
while providing a balanced evaluation of your environment. Automation systems integrators are able to demonstrate 
value through outdated equipment analysis and understanding the full breadth of system advancement gains. 

The Risk of Outdated Equipment
These outdated equipment risks should be evaluated by a trusted automation system integrator:

1. Potential System Failure

The greatest risk of staying with outdated equipment is system failure or down time. As equipment gets older, 
components begin to wear out, and the risk of system outages becomes greater. Upper management will respond to a 
high risk for system failure and production delays. These issues can be prevented through an improved maintenance 
plan, equipment upgrades or by integrating newer, more reliable, automation systems. 
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2. Decreased Production Numbers

As time passes, newer, better performing systems are being released into the market. By not taking advantage of 
the benefits these newer systems offer, you are missing an opportunity to increase production rates, and improve 
operating efficiencies. Older systems lack the technology to utilize modern control advancements.  As such, any 
improvements made to an outdated control system may only result in modest gains in performance. By upgrading or 
adding a new system, production numbers will increase. 

3. Lacking Data Capture

With older automation systems, data capture is not always a standard 
feature and is often not possible. Older systems often utilize obsolete 
proprietary networking protocols, or they may not have networking 
capabilities at all. Due to this, the collection of data by an external 
system can be difficult, or even impossible. Data may also be 
collected from the HMI, but it is often manually recorded. This takes 
time and effort from someone on the plant staff and leaves room for 
human error and analysis delays. Having inaccurate data may mean 
various system problems will go undetected or incorrect decisions 
will be made. This could lead to inaccurate production data or even 
worse, system failure.

The Value of Automation
Automation systems integrators can help you prove the ROI of adding new automation systems. By present-
ing these benefits, upper management personnel become aware of new system gains. ROI can most 
commonly be proved for automation systems updates through:

1. Increased Production Rates 

Upgraded automation systems allow production equipment to run at an optimal rate. New automation equipment 
often runs at faster and more reliable rates than older equipment. By figuring the new rates over time versus the cost 
of adding the equipment, the automation system integrator can provide the ROI of adding new advanced automation 
systems.

2. Increased Production Quality

The quality of the production process will increase with new automation equipment. Older systems run the risk of 
breaking down, increased maintenance requirements or performing outside of specifications. Dosing, mixing, meter-
ing, and temperature can all be affected by out of date automation systems. New automation equipment allows plant 
staff to closely monitor and control production equipment to increase the quality of production.

3. Advanced Data Capture and Reporting

The rise of Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) offers new features to power and control systems. 
Increased reporting and data capture capabilities and inter-connectivity, allow plant staff to monitor performance 
of the equipment in real time to receive more accurate data. This equipment also makes predictive maintenance 
programs possible, which can eliminate unplanned shutdowns and complete system failures. 
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4. Increased Safety

Adding new advanced automation systems to your plant will increase the safety of your plant. These new systems 
can alert plant staff if equipment is operating at unsafe levels. These notifications allow plant staff to correct the 
problem before issues arise and alert them of more serious issues in real time. 

EPIC Industrial Automation has over 20 years’ experience as an automation systems integrator. We are adept at 
helping you prove automation value to upper management. Our team of experts is well versed in the latest trends 
and industry market standards. If you have a potential automation project, or need help presenting automation 
value-add to upper management, please feel free to contact us today at 314-635-9126.
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